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The function of part one as an introduction to the novel
the character in the text who tells the reader about his experiences, thoughts and feelings.
The reader does not only get informat
and the future.
room in

-person-narrator is looking into the future and further on he

rometer or an instrument capable of
fore
In the following lines the narrator expresses his thoughts in view of the past. He reflects on
Thanksgiving and the traditional football game between Castle and another Academy. When
thinking about
when remembering the things which happened before he was actually involved into the
m
By commenting on three different levels of time (present past - future) the narrator supplies
the reader with wide-ranges information. If the text was opened by a chapter which only deals
with the present situation of the hijacking, the reader would neither get to know about all the
things which had happened before nor about all the consequences. Apart from that, the reader
his view of the events.

What type of person is represented in Miro?
Having a closer look at the type of person that is represented by Miro, it becomes obvious that
it is hard to find a general characterization, since Miro does not always behave in the same
way.
On the on
his mind, but he was too timid to ask. He had never questioned Artkin before, had been
con
fil
Artkin´s orders properly. Another thing is that Miro somehow is dependent on Artkin as he
was the one who found Miro and his brother Aniel in the refugee camp and brought them to
the training school for freedom fighters. Now that Aniel is dead, Artkin is the only person
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